
The Measurement of the Performance Index of Quartz Plates

By C. W. HARRISON

15.00 Introduction

THE theory of the general behavior of crystals in oscillator circuits has

been described by I. E. Fair\ In Fair's paper as well as in others^, it

has been pointed out that in the neighborhood of the operating frequency a

crystal is equivalent to the circuit shown in Fig. 15. lA. The crystal

possesses two resonant frequencies, a series resonant frequency determined

by the effective inductance, Li , and effective capacitance, Ci , and an anti-

resonant frequency determined by these same elements plus the paralleling

capacitance, Co . This paralleling capacitance is the static capacitance

between electrodes of the crystal and any capacitance connected thereto by

the crystal holder and lead wires within the holder. The dotted resistor,

iSt , shunting the equivalent crystal circuit represents the effective shunt

loss of the holder. In the ideal case and in many practical instances this

loss is negligible.

It is rather difficult to express the circuital merit of a crystal quantitatively

in a single term such as has been found useful for inductancesand capacitances.

It is customary to express the circuital merit of these two elements in the

form of the ratio of reactance to resistance. That is, for an inductance

e = ^ (15.1)

and for a capacitance

e = ik- c'-^)

For filter purposes, the () of a crystal involvmg only the inductance, Li , and

resistance, Ri , of Fig. 15.lA is adequate to express its usefulness in certain

parts of a filter network, but for oscillator purposes it is insufficient. At

frequencies other than the seriesresonant frequency the paralleling capacitor

Co together with the associated shunt loss of the holder enters into the

determination of a crystal's performance. The term Q therefore is not com-

pletely indicative of the crystal performance. There has been devised, as

pointed out in Fair's paper^, a term called "figure of merit" for a crystal

' I. E. Fair, "Piezoelectric Crystals in Oscillator Circuits," this issue of the B.S.T.J.

-'K.. S. Van Dyke, "The Electrical Network of a Piezo-E lee trie Resonator", Physical

Revirw, Vol. 25, pp. 895, 1925.
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which involves all the elements in the effective crystal circuit, and this term

is much more expressive of the quality of a crystal. The figure of merit is:

Jf=^^g =
f

(15.3)

where "r" is the ratio of the paralleling capacitance to the series branch

capacitance. Figure of merit is useful for expressing the quality of a crystal

4=Co Rl

Lc

Rc!

>Rl

(A) (B) (C)

Fig. 15.1—Electrical equivalent circuits of a piezoelectric crystal^(A) At any fre-

quency between the resonant frequency wi, and anti-resonant frequency wa; (B) and (C)

at any specific frequency between coj and W2-

GENERATOR INSERTED
HERE IN PI METER
(IMPEDANCE=Zl)

Fig. 15.2—Generalized oscillator circuit of the Pierce or Miller type.

in its holder or mount; however by definition it is independent of the value of

Ri. , and does not permit a ready evaluation of the performance of the crystal

in an oscillator of the type that may be represented by Fig. 15.2. Any
oscillator that operates the crystal in the positive region of the reactance vs.

frequency characteristic exhibits capacitive reactance and negative

resistance paralleled across the terminals to which the crystal is connected.

The operation of the crystal when connected to an oscillator will be influenced

by the magnitude of these two terms, and the combination must operate at
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such a frequency that the total reactance is zero and at such an ampUtude

that the total resistance is zero. The performance of the crystal will

therefore not depend solely upon its figure of merit, but will involve the

impedance of the remainder of the oscillator. Up to the present time circuit

design engineers have not devised standards or units to express the quality

of their oscillator circuits without the crj'stal, so there are no corresponding

circuital units of quality with which to correlate figures of merit of crystals

to ascertain the suitability of one for the other.

It was a practice for many years for manufacturers to test crystals in a

model of the oscillator in which the crystal was to be used. This required

manufacturers to keep on hand models of all oscillators for which they

expected to make crystals. To avoid the mounting number of such test

oscillators a special test set was developed which could be adjusted to simu-

late any oscillator. By correlating various oscillator circuits to a set of

adjustments on the test set, the actual model of the oscillator can be dis-

pensed with. This special test set usually referred to asthe ' "D" spec, test

set', eliminated the "fde" of oscillators, and substituted a file of adjustment

readings that would be their equivtilent. However, the ' "D" spec, test set' is

still inadequate to the development engineer since it defines "activity" in

terms of oscillator grid current rather than in terms of the electrical equiva-

lent circuit of the crystal. The activity as expressed by grid current is a

purely arbitrary standard and serves only as a means of determining the

relative activity as against other crystals of the same frequency operated

under the same circuit conditions.

The need for a system of measurement usmg units that are fundamental

and not empirical has led to the proposal of "Performance Index". An

instrument to make such measurements is to be described in this paper.

Specifically the Performance Index is

PI=~^ (15-4)

where Ct is the parallelmg capacitance that is found m the oscillator circuit

to which the crystal is attached, and L and R represent the effective induc-

tance and resistance of the crystal as measured at the operating frequency

mdicated in Fig. 15.IC which is its equivalent al thai frequency. If the loss

in the holder is so low that the resistance, Rl, may be neglected, then PI

may be expressed in other relations that are more useful such as,

PI = F'Ri

(15.5)
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where the symbols Ri and Co are as shown in Figs. 15.lA and 15.2 and P is

expressed as

M
^ =

J
, C, (15.6)

Co

With the effective capacitance, Ct, of the remainder of the oscillator added

to the paralleling capacitance, Co, in Fig. 15.2, the operating frequency will be

that frequency at which the combination will exhibit a pure resistance at

the termmals AB (excluding the generator "X" which is involved in the

measuring technique) . This leads to the definition

:

Tke Performance Index is the anti-resonant resistance of the crystal and

holder having in parallel with it the capacitance introduced by the remainder of

the oscillator.

The Performance Index is therefore a term to express performance not in

terms of the grid current of some particular oscillator, but in fundamental

circuital units-—impedance. The Performance Index is a term that may be

used to compare performance of crystals at different frequencies. Its

value is independent of plate voltage, grid leak resistance, or of plate

impedance. It provides a measuring stick that should replace the "activity"

figures of grid current in so far as the crystal is concerned. It paves the way

for the oscillator circuit designers to come forth with standards of measure-

ment for the oscillator circuit without the crystal in the hope that the

two may be quantitatively associated and lend themselves to theoretical

calculation of full oscillator performance.

15.10 Theory of Measurement

The problems of measurement are most readily explained by reference to

Fig. 15.2. The crystal provides elements Li , Ci , Ri and Cu . The circuit of

the oscillator provides an effective capacitance, Ct, which is composed of grid

and lead wire capacitances plus capacitance introduced from the plate cir-

cuit. The frequency at which this combination exhibits ant i-resonance as

measured at AB is the oscillating frequency. The resistance when added to

negative resistance, p, will be zero. Oscillations will start with p numeri-

cally smaller than the anti-resonant resistance measured at AB, but the

amplitude of oscillations will increase causing p to increase until p and Zab
are equal numerically. The primary problem is to measure the anti-resonant

resistance at AB at the anti-resonant frequency with p disconnected.

Measurement of anti-resonant resistance directly is very difficult. The

current flowing into an anti-resonant circuit is too small to measure with

the usual meters. Other devices for measuring the current are likely to

introduce paralleling capacitance that will vitiate the readings. The sug-
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gested method of measurement utilizes a suitable driving voltage at "X"

(Fig. 15.2) and a means to indicate the voltage at "X" as well as at points

AB. From these and other measured constants, the anti-resonant im-

pedance can be computed.

This method of measurement has its own difficulties, but it is believed

corrections can be made to allow for errors introduced. Fundamentally,

the series resonant frequency and the anti-resonant frequency are the same

only when the resistances in the inductive and capacitive branches are equal.

When the resistance is practically all in the inductive branch, which is true

in this case, the impedance between terminals AB, at the series resonant

frequency will exhibit capacitive reactance, though the total impedance will

scarcely be different from that at the anti-resonant frequency. In the

Performance Index meter, although the voltage is introduced in series with

the circuit, the frequency is adjusted to the point of maximum voltage across

AB, which further minimizes this frequency difference. A second error is

inherently introduced by the loss in the crystal holder. This means

that the series resonant frequency is also altered by the presence of this loss.

Errors of any seriousness will result from the assumption that the series

resonant and anti-resonant frequencies are identical only when the resistance

in the inductive branch and loss in the crystal holder approach the effective

crystal reactance in magnitude. These errors will be discussed in greater

detail in a succeeding section.

The development and operation of a satisfactory meter to measure PI

(Performance Index) depends upon a number of factors such as:

1. A method to determine capacitance, Ci, of the circuit (Fig. 15.2).

2. A generator "X" to produce the driving voltage e^ having variability

in frequency and negligible internal impedance.

3. A current indicator that introduces a minimum of reactance and

resistance.

4. A circuit or method to indicate PI directly, or with a minimum of

calculations.

5. A number of other factors associated with the above which will be

mentioned at the logical times.

To construct a measuring circuit to determine the anti-resonant imped-

ance by means of a series circuit so as to avoid any unnecessary measure-

ments and computations involves the following basic principle. Excluding

p, Fig. 15.2 is essentially equivalent to the circuit used in Q meters. The

ratio of voltage Cc to the driving voltage «, is the voltage stepup or the Q of

that part of the circuit containing the resistance. In this case, the resistance

is in the crystal which at the operating frequency has an effective Q of

Qi = ^ (15.7)
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where L and R represent the effective values of the crystal. Equation (15.4)

will be found to embody the relation

PI =
cC,R

= QiXt (15.8)

where Xi is the reactance of Ct, the capacitance introduced by the circuit at

the operating frequency. If Ci is kept constant, Ec will at all times be

proportional to Qi. By insertion of an attenuator network, whose attenua-

tion varies with frequency in the same manner as does the reactance of C,,

between terminals AB and the voltmeter, the meter indication will be

proportional to the product of these quantities or proportional to PI. With

CEN,

I r^.^^'-'^'^Y^^K '^c

Cp=h ep (A)

Ca

e;LC LC pc CB)

Fig. 15.3—Measuring circuits of the performance index meter,

suitable caUbrations, therefore, it should be possible to get indications of PI
as readily as is now done for Q.

The circuit shown in Fig. 15.2 is now best redrawn as in Fig. 15.3A. The

crystal embodying elements Li , Ci , Ri , and Co of Fig. 15.2 is now repre-

sented in Fig. 15.3A by the dotted rectangle and as having effective induct-

ance, L, and effective resistance, R, both of which are functions of frequency.

Capacitance, Ci, is simulated by capacitors C^ plus Ca and Cj- in series where

Cx represents the capacitance of the crystal socket. Zero internal impe-

dance of the generator is simulated by maintaining the driving voltage con-

stant at alt times and at all frequencies. To facilitate explanation, the

measured voltage c- at the place shown is considered to be the driving volt-

age from a zero internal impedance generator.

Instead of using an ammeter to indicate current in the circuit, a voltmeter

is utilized to measure voltage across an element under such conditions as
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not to introduce disturbing capacitance. Splitting the series capacitance

into two parts, Cs and Ck, the latter fixed and large compared to C,, provides

the impedance element across which the voltmeter is connected. The input

capacitance of the voltmeter is incorporated in the magnitude of Ct. A
capacitance attenuator, A, of known or calibrated values interposed on the

input of the voltmeter enables the voltmeter to be used to indicate voltage

ratios in terms of the attenuator calibration.

The measuring voltmeter and a shunting capacitance, Cp , are connected in

the plate circuit of the amplifier tube, V-1. This circuit provides sufficient

gain to furnish an output voltage of measurable magnitude and also provides

an output voltage inversely proportional to frequency. The indication of

the output voltage is proportional to PI.

The utilization of a vacuum tube in a circuit leading to a quantitative

measuring instrument such as the voltmeter across Cp involves determination

of tube constants or calibration. The determination of these constants is

best evaluated experimentally. A calibratmg circuit for that purpose is

shown in Fig. 15.3B. A capacitance, Ca, of high impedance in series with

comparatively negligible resistance, R,,, is connected across the driving volt-

age terminals of d with a voltmeter measuring e, giving a reading e,c. The

second subscript "c" indicates calibration conditions. By connecting the

input circuit of V-1 across this resistance, the attenuation variation with

frequency of the Ra — Ca network cancels the attenuation variation with

frequency in the plate circuit of V-1. The ratio of e,^ to ei-,^ will then be in-

dependent of frequency. In the "calibrate" circuit (Fig. 15.3B), the capac-

tior attenuator, Ac, interposed in the grid circuit is set at unity (minimum

insertion loss) for a given deflection of the meter indicating ep. In the oper-

ate circuit (Fig. 15.3A), the attenuator is readjusted so that voltage eo

produces the reading of Cp as obtained in the calibrate position. The quan-

titative action of the amplifier then may be expressed m terms of Cp, Ra,

Ca and a reading from the attenuator .i, as will be shown later, and it is

constant and independent of frequency. By placing this resulting constant

in an equation, which will also be derived later, the value of PI may be de-

termined in terms of such constant, of the reading of attenuator A, and of a

reading on the scale of C\ that has been calibrated in terms of C',.

To facihtate still furtlicr the operation of the PI meter, the voltage d is

produced as shown in Fig. 15.4 by arranging for the oscillator to have its

frequency controlled by the crystal through feedback from capacitor, C/r .

Automatic volume control is provided such that the ampHtude of d is

essentially constiuit at all times and at all frequencies. The circuit is con-

structed to oscillate at the desired frequency, and adjustment for insuring

this operation is provided in the form of a phase shifting circuit with variable
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capacitor, Cr . After a crystal has been inserted in its proper place, oscilla-

tions will begin, but may be slightly above or below the resonant frequency

of the crystal plus Ct . By adjustment of Cr the frequency can be shifted

the sUght amount necessary for resonance. This is observed by placing

switch S in the PI position and making the adjustment to give maximum
deflection of ep

.

M SWITCHES"

*—tt , ATTENUATOR

RI.AMP

VT.V.M.

Fig, 15.4—Diagram of Performance Index meter.

15.20 Derivation op PI Circuit Equation

The following circuit relations derived from Figure 15.3 show first, that

the ratio of ep to ei is a function of the Performance Index of the crystal,

and second, that the calibration circuit permits an absolute evaluation of

its magnitude.

At resonance, the effective circuit Q, designated as Q2 , is determined from

Q2 = "(-§:) (15.9)

Since the circuit Q includes the capacitance of Cx as a part of the crystal, it is

necessary to express Q2 in terms of the crystal's properties (see Fig. 15.1).

Since Q (=S of the crystal is independent of Cx , the relationship between

^1 and Q2 is readily obtained by equating the expressions for the anti-resonant

impedance lirst, when d is considered to be in shunt with the series capac-

itor, Ct, and second, when d is considered as part of the crystal. This re-

sults in

Q2 =<2i
Ct Cx

Ct
(15.10)
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where

Cs + Lk

enabling ^i to be expressed as

Qi
£o Ci Ck

Expressing e^ in terms of Cp, w

flCg

e have

= \h\ Vrl + Xl

1-1 ^^

Acp

hence

(15.12)

(15.13)

(15.14)

and

1=e, (15.16)

With the above equations substituted in (15.12), we may express Qi as

Now

Therefore

If

PI = ^ = Q,Xt (15.18)

PI = -'A^ TT^-^v. /</ 1 + I ^H' (15.19)
e: G„, (Ct — C,r^fW]

\^W] ^ 1 (15.20)

PI = ^-^ A~ '

(15.21)

The simplified PI expression (15.21) assumes that the reactance of Cp

is small compared to the plate resistance and plate load resistance of V-1.

The evaluation of PI from this expression has three obvious difficulties;
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(1) Cp/Gm is a quantity that is difficult to evaluate numerically, (2) the

magnitude of PI is measured in terms of the ratio of the two voltages, d
and fip, and (3) the measurement is dependent upon the gain of a vacuum

tube amplifier, V-1. These difficulties may be materially reduced in their

consequence by an internal calibration circuit.

The internal calibration circuit (Fig. 15.3B) consists of a capacitor, Ca
,

and resistor, R.i , in series. If the reactance of C,i is very much greater than

Ra , and the plate resistance of V-1 is very much greater than the reactance

of Cp , the calibration is essentially independent of frequency.

The internal calibration circuit (Figure 15.3B) enables the evaluation of

Cp/G,„ to be carried out. The additional subscript, c, indicates "calibrate"

conditions.

tr. =
Vr\ + x\Ca

eiewCARj

/-KI
= e„

(15.22)

(15.23)

(15.24)

Equation (15.15) remams the same for both "operate" and "calibrate'

conditions with the exception of the second subscript reserved for the

"calibrate" operation. Therefore, by solving for CjG-n, we find

/^ + fe'
(15.25)

Equation (15.25) may be rewritten as (15.26), if (15.23) and (15.24) are sub-

stituted in (15.25)

e,c Ra Ca

1 + -*m 1 +
'Ra

XcaA -.

(15.26)

If (15.26) is substituted in (15.19), it is found that PI may be expressed

as follows:

Ci Cpc Ac [(Ct - c.r-A

1

•• - [t]
(15.27)
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Tlie above equation involves only the original approximation that maxi-

mum current indicates resonance. If Ra and C,i are selected such that

Ra < < Xcji and if /l^ equals unity, then

A .^ ^'^^ R.Ca (15.28)

From this expression it can be seen that the PI measurement is inde-

pendent of calibration of both the e„ and e,- vacuum tube voltmeters, pro-

vided that the same voltmeter scale factors are used for the "operate" and

"calibrate" conditions. The absolute calibration then depends on the

magnitude of .1 , Ra , Ca , Ci: , Ct and Cx . The "multiply-by" factor that

R C C
is to appear on the Cg dial is determined by the magnitude of j-^—"Ttt, •

Accurate evaluation of this quantity by capacitance and resistance meas-

urements is a little dilhcult since the denominator represents the square of

the (lifTerence of two small capacitances. When Ct is large, the evaluation of

this factor is helped considerably. This "multiply-by" factor may be

experimentally determined by a voltage measuring means which permits

an evaluation of this factor to a higher degree of accuracy. Substituting

{15.11) in (15.28) we have

PI = '^ej^lRAC^L^ay
^^5 29)

Now by shorting the crystal socket terminals (Fig. 15.3A) and applying a

voltage fii at the d generator terminals of external origin (the crystal oscil-

lator circuit itself may be used if self-excitation is provided), the current ii

through the capacitors Ct and C\ is given as

CiojCCk eioiCk
ti =

(-g)
C + Q. /, ,

CA (15.30)

Now the voltage, c^ , across the series capacitor, Ct , is •

e2= ^ (15.31)

The ratio of ei/d may be expressed as given in (15,32) when (15.31) is sub-

stituted m (15.30)

If (15.32) is substituted in (15.29), we find
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The quantity - is readily determined by the attenuator, A, when the

switch, 5, (Fig. 15.4) is operated between "jVf" and "P/" for the above

described conditions. The absolute calibration then depends upon A, Ra,

Ca and Ci.: All four of these quantities may be determined within a few

per cent.

15.30 Oscillator Correlation

The equivalent crystal circuit has been discussed in so far as the measure-

ment of PI is concerned; however, for correlation with an oscillator, the

behavior of the crystal in that oscillator must be duplicated. Correlation

of the PI meter with an oscillator is a function of both amplitude and

frequency. It is obviously necessary from the derivation of (15.28) that

the frequency of operation be duplicated, but the necessity for ampli-

tude correlation can only be explained from the practical consideration that

the equivalent circuit components of Fig. 15.1 are parameters that may be

functions of amplitude. Crystals having nonlinear characteristics of the

type that necessitate amplitude correlation may in part be attributed to

either the method of mounting the crystal or couplings to other modes of

vibration whose coupling coefficients are functions of amplitude.

In most oscillators the voltage across the terminals of a crystal is a func-

tion of many parameters such as plate voltage, vacuum tubes, etc. With

an average set of conditions, however, reasonable correlation is obtained

with the PI meter for a single adjustment of the generator voltage, Ci ,
for

all crystals. The magnitude of d must, of course, be chosen to produce a

voltage across the crystal equal to the average value obtained in the oscil-

lator circuit for which the crystal is intended.

Frequency correlation with an external oscillator is a function of the

effective capacitance, C, in shunt with the crystal. In order to duplicate

the oscillator frequency with the PI meter, the capacitance, C„ (Fig. 15.4)

must be adjusted until the frequency of oscillation in the PI meter is the

same as that in the oscillator for a crystal having average activity. In

Fig. 15.4, the capacitance, C„ is variable, and its dial is calibrated in terms

of both the total effective capacitance across the crystal, C, and the resulting

multiplying factor j^-^-^yAr.- The magnitude of Ci may be measured by

means of a capacitance bridge connected across the crystal socket terminals

with the generator impedance shorted.

The determination of the dynamic or effective capacitance, Ci, across the

crystal for an oscillator may similarly be obtained by adjusting the magni-

tude of C« in the PI meter until the frequencies of oscillation in the PI
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meter and in the oscillator under test are identical for the same amplitude

of oscillation. By this means, the PI meter directly indicates the effective

oscillator capacitance, C,. The amplitude of oscillation must be duplicated

in as much as Ct is not independent of the amplitude in most oscillators.

15.40 Description of Oscillator Generateng "e"

The generator plays no part in the theory of PI measurement as it could

be replaced by a signal generator or any other suitable source of radio fre-

quency energy. It is convenient, however, to utilize the voltage appearing

across Ct as an input to an amplifier whose output represents the generator.

This in effect constitutes a feedback oscillator whose frequency is controlled

by the crystal under test. Initial consideration of the over-all charac-

teristics of the PI meter oscillator leads to the following requirements.

The oscillator must,

1. Be capable of oscillating all crystals usable in other oscillator circuits.

2. Be capable of operating the crystal over a wide range of shunting

capacitances in order to duplicate all the frequencies of oscillators

now in the field.

3. Be capable of permitting high degrees of AVC control in order to

maintain the generator voltage constant while the frequency is ad-

justed for reasonance.

If the generator voltage, d , is constant, resonance of the crystal circuit

is essentially indicated by maximum crystal current, and oscillation is

maintained at that resonant frequency. The adjustment to obtain maxi-

mum current is such that the phase shift throughout the oscillator loop is

2irn where ;/ = 0, 1, 2, 3, etc. As previously described the phase shift and
resulting frequency of oscillation are varied by a tuned circuit. The
generator voltage, Ci ,

is held constant by an automatic amplitude control

similar to the automatic volume control which is often applied to amplifiers.

The manual control of the magnitude of the generator, e, , is provided by
an adjustment of the bias voltage of the automatic amplitude control circuit.

In this way the maximum or start gain is independent of the setting of the

amplitude control.

Automatic amplitude control (commonly referred to as automatic volume
control, ,1 rC) of an oscillator may be applied by the separation of the limiter

from the linear amplifier. This means that in order to apply a high degree

of AVC to the /-*/ oscillator (Fig. 15.4), the input voltage of the limiter

must be above the threshold of limiting by an amount exceeding the variation

in the ,3 path caused by the AVC control. This enables the limiter to

absorb the changes in the gain of the linear amplifier such that /x/3 = 1 at

all times.

The time constant of the limiter is fast compared to that of the AVC
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circuit, a condition which permits damping of transients set up by changes

in gain occurring from AVC action. The input of the linear amplifier

is held constant by the limiter. Gain changes in the linear amplifier pro-

duced by the variation of Cr (Fig. 15.4) are absorbed by AVC, while the

variation of activity in the crystal is absorbed by the limiting amplifier.

15.50 Evaluating Performance Index

From (15.28) it can be seen that the attenuator, A, the effective variable

capacitance, C, together with the vacuum tube voltmeters, d and Cp,

offer a number of possible variations in the method of evaluating the con-

stants used to determine the PI of quartz crystals. There are, however,

two principal methods—the first provides direct reading, while the second is

more accurate but requires an indirect evaluation.

The first method utihzes a means of calibration of the meter scales directly

in terms of PL The attenuator is adjusted such that its mdicator reading

times the multiplying factor associated with the dial attached to C, is some

multiple of 10. If in the calibrate position, A^ is set at unity, and epo and

etc are adjusted by varymg the capacitive load to some reference deflection,

then the expression for PI becomes

PI ='^Ki (15.34)
ei

where

\eic . Ck ^A Ca

The Performance Index then is mdicated by the two readings of Cp and Ci

.

The absolute magnitudes of e^ and ep need not be known since it is possible

to use as a reference, the arbitrary cahbratmg deflections of Ci^ and ep^

.

The magnitude of ep mdicates the significant figures while d is a multiplymg

factor.

The second method of evaluatmg Performance Index eliminates any

calibration errors in the two vacuum tube voltmeters, Ci and e, .
This

method urilizes the attenuator to adjust ^ \= ^- ^^ ^^^ "calibrate"

operation, c.^ is set to equal e^ and then Cpc is adjusted for full scale or a

convenient deflection. In the "operate" position, the attenuator is varied

until Cp equals e^^ . In this manner, the two readmgs of the attenuator

are used to determme the ratio of— and the measurement is independent
pe
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of the voltmeter calibration. The factor RaCa is a constant; therefore, the

P.I. equation (15.28) simplifies to

F.L = i^A)K^ (15.35)

where

A.'l = change in attenuator insertion loss between the "operate" and

"calibrate" conditions in terms of output voltage ratio —
,
given

A
as -;-

,

Ac

f^2 = 77^ 7^1 where C, is the effective capacitance in series with the

crystal, Cu is the fixed series capacitance and Ci is the crystal

socket capacitance. (See Fig. 15.3)

15.60 P.I. Meter Applications

The apphcation of this instrument can be extended to determine other

properties of both cr>'stal and oscillator. With the aid of a frequency

measuring means and a capacitance bridge, the P.I. meter may be used to

determine all the circuit constants designated in the electrical equivalent

circuit of Fig. 15.1. If the loss in the holder is negligible then the equations

are considerably simplified; however, in those instances where holder loss

must be considered, the approximation that A', « i?^ which may be allowed

for most cases enables an evaluation of M and (7^ that is readily computed.

The dial controlling Cs, that is calibrated in terms of the total capacitance,

C(, makes possible the calculation of the magnitude of the input impedance

to the crystal circuit, R, as well as Q\.

R- ^'

(15.36)

The magnitude of ^j may also be measured directly from equation (15.12)

where Qi was given as

As may be seen from Fig. 15.4:, Co/e,- can be evaluated in terms of the

attenuator calibration by enabling switch, S, to select the "PI" and "M"
positions respectively and adjusting the attenuator such that the same

output meter indication is obtained in the two cases.
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The quantity Qi makes possible the calculation of Q^ where Qc is defined

as

^'= R.- ^ (. . CoY (15.37)^

^-gy
It can be shown that Qc in terms of Qi is given by the following equation if

The Figure of Merit, M, defined by (15.3) at the series resonant frequency

of the crystal, on, becomes

M^-l^ =^ (15.39)

The measurement of M can be determined from Qc provided Ct and Co

are known. U may be determined from the following expression

^ =
PJ. Co V + C,y (15.40)

If Ci is selected such that C, » Co , then for most cases Ri. is large com-

pared to QiA^ . This means that ei^<3c and iJ^J?,. With this approxi-

mation, (15.40) becomes

The relationship between R^ and i?i as a function of frequency may be

expressed directly from the input impedance expression of the equivalent

circuit. This is given as

Ro - J- 1 2-\2 .
^15 42)

where &) is the unity power factor frequency in the P.I. meter, neglecting Rl .

- « fei^l

The relationshi|) JJ^ S Ki ( 1 + -"
j

was derived in Fair's paper*i.
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which is a plausible assumption when Ct > Co , and we assume that

Wi + U2
= We then,

'
" '"

(15.43)[W2 — OjI

0)2 — iiJlJ

The relationship between i?i and R^ does not involve i?,, and may be

expressed in terms of Co and C, instead of frequency. Neglecting Rl to

determine the relationship between capacitance and frequency in the P.I.

meter as derived in Section 15.92, we find

> tV-^]
COS — 03

1

1 I ^0
"^

Ct

where,

M
Pi =

(15.44)

(15.45)

( - 1)
If Pi » 2 then the expression between Re and Ri may be written

R. = rA\ + ~\ (15.46)

The restriction that C, > Co may be removed if the error between (15.42)

and (15.46) is taken into account. This error may be expressed as

Per Cent Error in R = 100
[jj] [ ^ + Vf+wj "'•*'^

The resonant resistance, Ri, together with (15.46) provides a means of

checking the P.I. meter. The magnitude of Ri may be determined by the

substitution method and from this, the value of R^ calculated. Fig. 15.5

represents the agreement between the P.I, meter and those expected from

resonant frequency measurements.

The remaining crystal constants Li and Ci (Fig. 15.1) may be evaluated

from the measurement of oji , 0)3 and Co . The resonant frequency, wi

,

is defined as

1
cI = -— (15.48)

-LjCi

The anti-resonant frequency, 0)3 , is defined as

- - k {k + k) (!=«)
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Fig. 15.5—Typical characteristic of a quartz crystal measured by the Performance Index

meter.

Solving these equations simultaneously, it is found that

Xi =

Ci =
C.I OJl

(15.50)

15.70 Experimental Data

The performance of the P.I. meter may best be illustrated by experi-

mental data. The following data indicate the correlation which may be

obtained between the P.I. meter and various types of oscillator circuits.

Experimental considerations are extended to

(1) Frequency and ampHtude correlation with a "Pierce" and "Tuned-

Plate" oscillator
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(2) The measurement of the effective capacitance, C(, of an oscillator as a

function of tuning, and

(3) The variation of P.I. as a function of voltage across the crystal.

The results presented are not to be considered as generalized data, but are

intended only to show a set of measurements obtained for a specific set of

operating conditions for each type of circuit.

It has been pointed out that the frequency of oscillation is a function of

^i , wi , 0)2 , Co and Ct . Since J?i , oji , 0)2 and Co are explicit parameters

of the crystal, the capacitor, Ct , becomes the only frequency determining

element in the P.I. meter. From analytical methods to be described in

,PI METER OSC.

^CALCULATED Ẑ ~ "*" '
'

PLATE -TUNED OSC.

PERFORMANCE INDEX

Fig. 15.6—Frequency variations in oscillators as a function of Performance Index.

Sections 15.80 and 15.92 the frequency difference between the P.I. meter

and the generalized oscillator (neglecting Ri) is given as

(w2 — Wi) / Co\ 2

(15.51)

(W2 — Wi) / C,

M' ( * I:)

Since the magnitude of frequency change in the above equation is small

compared to the variations caused by changes in operating conditions, the

P.I. meter may be used as a frequency correlation medium. Fig. 15.6 is

an example of the correlation between the "Pierce" and "Tuned-Plate"

oscillator and the P.I. meter. The P.I. meter falls between these two

oscillators in frequency for any crystal activity. It must be recognized

that Fig. 15.6 is not conclusive to the extent of generalization; however, it is

indicative of possible correlation with these two popular oscillator circuits.
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Figures 15.7 (A) and (B) show the ampHtude correlation between the

Performance Index meter and the grid current of the "Tuned-Plate" and

"Pierce" oscillators, respectively. The P.I. vs. grid current characteristic

was arbitrarily taken at three frequencies—4.5 mcs, 5.66 mcs and 7.81 mcs.

The change in grid current of the oscillator shown in Fig. 15.7 (A) with

frequency is caused by the varying L-C ratio in the plate circuit. (See

curves A, B and C for constant crystal activity.) The curves A and D
represent the effect of changing bands by switching coils, varying the L-C

ratio 2 to 1 in the plate circuit for the same crystal frequency. Fig. 15.7

y^

/

/y' .-'

// y
/ ''y'

//
/

/ ''/
A AND D 7.810 MC.

B 5.660 UC.
C 4,50 MC.

/ (A)

A 7.810 MC-
B 5.680 MC.

C 4.50 MC

(B)

PI PI

Fig. 15.7—Typical oscillator characteristics.

(B) represents the correlation between P.I. and grid current of the "Pierce"

type oscillator. The results of this correlation indicate that the grid cur-

rent is essentially independent of the operating frequency.

The measurement of P.I. is independent of the level of crystal vibration,

provided that the electrical equivalent circuit parameters of Fig. 15.1

become constants; however, in actual practice these are not constants,

particularly Ri . Variations of this type, as previously discussed, make

it necessary to duplicate the amplitude of oscillation of the P.I. meter with

the oscillator. Fig. 15.8 represents the variation of P.I. as a function of

voltage across the crystal terminals for five crystals arbitrarily selected.

It is readily observed that P.I. may be a random function of amplitude.
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VOLTAGE ACROSS CRYSTAL TERMINALS

rig, 15.8—Observed variation of Performance Index as a function of voltage across the
crystal terminals.
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Fig. 15.9—Observed variation of effective crystal capacitance in a Miller oscillator.
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Equation (15.44) indicates that the capacitance, C,, determines the oper-

ating frequency between oji and wa of any given crystal. The capacitance,

however, may include reflected reactances from associated circuits or pos-

sibly from circuits unmtentionally coupled to the oscillator. Normally,

crystals are adjusted to frequency for a specified value of C(. This makes

it of interest to measure the magnitude of Ct over the range of the manual

oscillator tuning adjustments, as well as over the frequency range of the

oscillator. Fig. 15.9 shows the circuit capacitance, C, plotted as a function

of tuning of the plate circuit of a Tuned-Plate oscillator. Tuning of the

plate circuit is expressed in terms of percentage of maximum grid current.

15.80 Cmcurr Analysis Involving the Accuracy or P.I.

Measurements

The method of P.I. measurement just described involved a number of

unverified approximations. These approximations under the majority of

conditions will be proven to be justified and the resulting expressions for

percentage error will be obtained.

It is necessary to apply a method of analysis that is most readily adaptable

to the crystal circuit. The analysis described in this section involves the

use of Conformal representation as a means of determining (1) the behavior

of the equivalent crystal circuit, (2) the error resulting in P.I. from assum-

ing operation at the resonant frequency rather than the frequency for mini-

mum impedance, and (3) the comparison of frequency of oscillation in the

P.I. meter with other osciUator circuits.

Generally, the variations of reactance, X, and resistance, R, of the equiv-

alent circuit (Fig. 15.1) are plotted as a function of frequency, and the

analysis of the unpedance, R + jX, between the resonant frequency, ui,

and anti-resonant frequency, 0)2, are handled m precisely the same way as

any linear passive element. This was essentially the procedure used to

derive the equations in section 15.60. The analysis required to evaluate the

errors leads to rather an elaborate study; however, in Section 15.81, it will

be shown that it is very helpful analytically if the impedance of the crystal

is plotted in the form of a circle diagram, that is, with the ordinate repre-

senting reactance, X, and the abscissa representing resistance, R.

15.81 Conformal Representation

Conformal Representation or Mapping is a convenient tool which for this

application enables the physical operating condition to be expressed quanti-

tatively from its graphical counterpart. Physical interpretation also

makes it possible to draw many other conclusions that by other methods

prove clumsy and laborious.
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The basis for this analysis depends upon the ability to utilize the following

equation to represent any impedance whose frequency of operation is con-

trolled by a crystal. This equation is known as a linear fractional trans-

formation

The terms a, ,8, 7, and 5 represent complex constants and Z represents a

complex variable later to be chosen to represent a linear function of fre-

quency. Since W and Z represent the dependent and independent variable,

they may also be considered as representing two separate planes. The
abscissa and ordinate of these two planes represent their real and imaginary

components respectively. The planes are linked by (15.52), that is, this

equation will transform a specific point from one plane to the other.

The Constantsa, (i, y and 5 for the equivalent crystal circuit are determined

by writing the expression for Zc in the form of (15.52). For example

(neglecting Rl), Z^ from Fig. 15.1 may be written as

1 ^+^"^'-.4:.)]
Zo= r^ ^ *- , ^ .'^^^^

-*,,-, (15.53)

By substituting (15.48) and (15.-19) in (15.53), this impedance may be writ-

ten as

Since the operatmg frequency, w, represents some frequency between oji

and C02 , and w ^ 0)2 — c^i , we can make the foUowing approximations

in this operating range. The symbol coc is defined as the average operating

radian frequency.

OJI \~ 0)2

(15.55)

If (15.55) is substituted in (15.54), factor Wc out, add and subtract W2 from the

imaginarycomponent in both numeratorand denominator, we may write ^^as

r 1 , . 1 2ii , ,1 , r 1 1 . 2Li , ,

—77 + 3 —7T -j^ (wa - coi) H- —— h -^ (o) - wa)

\j] + [JU^ (^ - "2)
nil
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The constants a, /3, 7 and 5 may be written immedately from (15.56);

however, for purposes of simplification let

then,

_ 1

We Co

Z = j
—

' (O) - W2)

ITM = -r-^ {iji2 — wi) {See equation 15.50)

, _ [r + jMr] + [t]Z
jSc — ^—;

r^
3 -\- JZ

(15.57)

(15.58)

Now if Zc may be represented by W m (15.52) the remaining constants

must be

a = T -\- jrM y = j
(15.59)

Now Z represents the frequency variable and graphically represents a line

coincident with the F-axis in the Z-plane, and W, the corresponding im-

pedance variable, represents a circle in the H^-plane. The coordinates of

the center of the circle, Wo , in the IF-plane is given by

Wo = /3

a y

3 ~i.
5 7,7
J 5-

(15.60)

when 7 and fi represent the conjugate functions ot 7 and 5 respectively.

The radius of the circle is given by

7,7
5
"^5

(15.61)"

*E. C. Titchmarch, "Theory of Functions," Oxford 1932, pp. 191-192. Note: These

equations are not derived in Titchmarch; however, by taking the limit as the diameter of

the circle in the Z-plane approaches infinity, (15.60) and (15.61) result.
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Now substituting the values given in (15.59) in (15.60) and (15.61) to deter-

mine the coordinates of the center of the circle and the radius respectively,

we find

iKo = — JT

Mt
(15.62)

As might be expected, the radius of the circle is equal to the real component
of the coordinates of the center of the circle. This indicates that Fig. 15.10

NEAREST ORIGIN

Fig. 15.10—Circle diagram for crystal circuit combinations.

graphically represents the circle diagram where j/ ^ r. The impedance,

Zc , is represented for a given frequency, as a vector from the origin to

the corresponding jjoint on the perimeter of the circle. From Fig. 15.10

the following crystal properties may be deduced.

1. The anti-resonant impedance designated a.s O ~ Fi is simply <t +
\/a- — J)'-, and when evaluated equals Ri{M^ — 1) = RiM^.

2. Theresonant resistance, O — fsgivenbytr— -\/(r2 _ ,^2 isequal toiii.

3. The ma.\imum positive reactance between m and coa is represented by
the distance from /'s to P^ . It is given as o- ~ t/ which equals

(¥--.)
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"4. The condition which must exist when the crystal reactance is zero

. between wi and 0)2 occurs when a = t) or M = 2.

It follows that the error of measuring, say the series resistance Ri ,
by

varying the frequency, for maximum transmission and assuming true

resonance when the crystal is between two low non-inductive resistors is

associated with the difference between the lengtla of the two vectors - Ps

and — Pi. The per cent error caused by the crystal capacitor, Co, by

this method of measurement of Ri is given as

- Pil

- pA

.2 _ „2j

Per cent error of J2i = 100 1
-

= 100 1 -
['

(15.63)

- Vc

If CT and T? are substituted in (15.63), we find

Per cent error of Ri = 100 1 -

1 + 1/^ + w_

(15.64)

This difference in ampHtude was caused by the difference in frequency

between resonance and minimum impedance. This frequency differeiice

may be determmed by transforming the points Pi and P3 into the Z plane

by (15.52) and subtracting them arithmetically.

In order to express the coordinates of any point in the IF-pIane by its

real and imaginary components let

Now the coordinates of Pa may be expressed as,

«.-[iV'-OJ]^ Xn =

(15.65)

(15.66)

The coordinates of Pi are similarly given by

1

Ro = <T

'V-m
1

X, = —
.^
- 1/-m

(15.67)
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The coordinates of these two points represent values of W\ now (15.52) may
be solved for Z.

Substituting in values fora, ,i3, 7 and 5 given by (15.59), we find

^ ^ 3 ^^ \^ ~ ^i) =3 -r^ r- = -;2 . , y ^a , p2 (15.69)
J^i (W2 — wi) -^

(77 + Ao) + -«0

The real component of Z must be zero since the function of Z is coincident

with the F-axis. By substituting values of R^ and Xo from (15.66) and
(15.67), we fmd

" -- -^T^'^^^*™ (-™)

also

(6J2 — oil) v/o
W — W2 = — -

M
W^.iSi-^]

^-'^

Subtracting (15.71) from (15.70) to get Aco we have

A„ = ? (^?^LJ^) ,1
'

(15.72)

wht

. _ Vl - (V^)^ - Vl + (7?/<r)^ ,.,.-.

Now the lim A = \. When ^ = - then Aco = "^^ -^ A

15.82 Circuit Analysis Involving Crystals

The same procedure could be followed for the impedance, Zi , in Fig.

15.3; however, the imiiedance expression conforming to (15.52) may be
written directly if a more general expression is derived for impedances

added in parallel or scries.

Paralleling the impedance, W, with an impedance, T, (Fig. 15.11) modifies

the constants in (15.52) but not its form providing T is essentially constant

between wi and u,^ . Fur parallel impedances the impedance equation

becomes,

WT ^ a-\-0Z ^ a' + 0'Z

T^+^"(, + «) + (,+
0^%'+5'Z (15.74)
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The numerator remains the same; however, the denominator has an addi-

tional term added to both 7 and 5.

w w T

1

s

1

W T

1

Fig. 15. 11—Various crystal circuit combinations.

In the same way, a series element, S, may be added as shown in Fig. 15.11.

The impedance of this combination is similarly modified and the input im-

pedance may be expressed as

S + WT
W + T

^-1 (15.75)

a" + &"Z
1" + 5"Z

The addition of a series element leaves the denominator unchanged but adds

a term to the numerator. The form of (15.75) is exactly the same as (15.52)

except that the magnitudes of the constants, a, /3, t and 5 have been modified.

As an example, apply (15.74) to obtain an expression for the impedance

Zab (Fig- 15.2). This expression for impedance may be written directly

if the following values are substituted in (15.74).

CiiR —
WT

W -\-T

a = T -\~ JMt

y = 8 = j

jwC,
J

[t + jMr] + [t]Z

(15.76)

T =

MM'-iMhm' (15.77)
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From this expression we can again see the same form as (15.52) except that

the coefficients of a, ,8,7 and 5 are modified by the capacitance, C, , in parallel

with the equivalent crystal circuit. It has been previously explained that

the frequency of oscillation in the generalized oscillator is determined by the

anti-resonant frequency of the impedance, Zab , and that this impedance
represents the exact definition of P.I. P.I. therefore is represented in

magnitude by — l\ in Fig. 15.10.

Equation (15.75) enables us to write the expression for the input im-

pedance, Zi , for the P. I. meter directly and furthermore, it enables us to

compute the error produced by the adjustment of Cr to minimum impedance

rather than unity power factor as assumed in the derivation of (15.28).

This error obviously will be a function of M, Co, C'l and Ri,. Writmg the

impedance expression for Ei directly, requires a little modification in that

the crystal is shunted by two elements, O (the crystal socket capacitance)

and R,, (the holder loss) as well as having the combination in series with

C,C,
the capacitor, C3, where C3 = Shunting the crystal with C^

C\ + c,-

modifies (15.77) only in that C, — C^; from this we can use (15.75) directly

in a form readily adaptable to the determination of our original coefficients,

a", /3", 7" and 5". Adding a series capacitor, Cg, and a shunt resistor,

modifies (15.77) in a manner specified by (15.75). Here,

= T- -1- JMt

R

-^(-3
^ - T ^ R,

'•(-I)
S - 1

J0}Cs

(15.78)

Substitute these constants given by (15.78) in (15.75) then a", /3", 7" and
6" become,

= .+5(7+ S") = \r+xjl + ^•) + '^^^'
(.+ |)=[.+ ..(. + |) + -^.]

^" - + 5 5 + ^ = r + A'.,

)i'

'[+ j\Mr +

Co,

MC.Xr.

Co -i;^-]

-I (15.79)

(-?)[^ = ~M
Cn + T.
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Substitute these values in (15.60) and (15.61) to obtain the coordinates of

the center of the circle, Wb, and the radius, a.

Wo = T_.[fe
Co

4- 2
Co + C. R̂ )-..(..^.|t.fg)]

{}
'^ \rJ "^

Co + C. rJ

M
Co + C.

\}
'^ \Rj "^

Co + C, /?J

(15.80)

(15.81)

From the above expressions, a is not exactly equal to the real component

of WKo . If however, 2 ^ « „ ,

°

, then the above equations reduce to

Rl t-o "T (-1

PTo = T
[^cTfc-^K^ + Co + C, tMCX\

a R,.Cz/j

and

r MCo 1

Lco + cJ

(15.82)

r ^Co_ O
L Co + C, R,i

(15.83)

Now the radius, er, equals the real component of TFo . The per cent error

of P.I. resulting from tuning to minimum impedance rather than unity

power-factor in terms of Fig. 15.10 is given as,

Per Cent Error of P.I. = 100 1
-

/[i/-(^J-a
= 100

(15.84)

Now suice 7} represents the imagmary component of (15.82) then

M
V

(-IX^M( 1 + ^^^* + M
;̂)

(15.85)
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Fig. 15.12—Inherent error of the P.I. meter due to tuning for an indication of minimum
impedance rather than unity power factor.

Rewriting (15.84) we have

Per cent Error of P.I. =100 1 - ^— ^ -^ (15.86)

[y '
+ ^ - M.

If Co » C^ then

Pa = M

The error given by (15.86) is plotted in Fig. 15.12 as a function of P^

.
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Fig. 15.13—Exterior view of crystal Performance Index meter.

15.83 Freqiiency Errors

As suggested in Section 15.81, conformal representation simplifies the

mathematics required for the determination of frequency errors. In Section

15.81, the difference between the resonant frequency and the minimum im-

pedance frequency was computed for the equivalent crystal circuit. This

same procedure could be used to compute the frequency difference between

the antiresonant frequency of the generalized oscillator circuit (Fig. 15.2)

and the minimum impedance frequency of the P.I. meter for the same value

of Ci. Comparison of the frequency of these two oscillators is plotted in

Fig. 15.6 together with the measured values obtained from a "Pierce" and

a "Tuned Plate" oscillator. This frequency comparison involves setting

up two circle diagrams, one for Zab (Fig. 15.2) and one for the impedance,

Zi (Fig. 15.3) similar to Fig. 15.10. The impedance equations for both Zab

and Zi would be arranged such that they have the same function of Z in
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order to have a common Z plane. In this way, transformation of operating

points such as the "anti-resonant frequency" operating point (P4) for the

Zab impedance circle, could be subtracted from the "minimum impedance

frequency" operating point (Fi) of the P.I. meter impedance circle in the

common 2-plane. As in section 15.81, the frequency difference represents

the arithmetic difference between Pi and Pi in the Z-plane in terms of

2L
-j~- (to — wi"). As an example, look at the calculated curve in Fig. 15.6.

This curve was computed for the case when Rl is negligible. The deriva-

tion of (15.51) given in section 15.92 precisely fallows the procedure just

described.

It is of interest to note that (15.27) may also be derived by Conformal

means. It is more laborious than the usual circuit equations of section

15.2; however, it does provide a check of the methods used.

15.84 Errors of Other Approximations

Further consideration of P.I. meter errors leads to the assumptions made
in the derivation of (15.27). The derivation of (15.27) assumed that the

resistor, i^,,, was non-reactive. While actually it can be made essentially

noninductive, we have neglected the effect of the input capacitance of the

attenuator that is shunted across its terminals. The error from neglecting

this capacitance in (15.28) is given by the following expression

Per Cent Error = 100 Tl - ^'Yr .t ^' r ^ ' (l^-^^)

Where Qa equals the reactance of the shunt capacitance of the attenuator,

C„ , divided by the magnitude of the calibration resistor, Ra
It is interesting to note in the derivation of (15.28) that Ra was assumed

to be very much less than Xca which introduces an error of,

Per Cent Error = 100 1 - i/i + [
^' T -(15.89)

15.90 Derivation of Circuit Equations

15.91 Derivation of Equation (15.42) *

Other equations used in this paper may best be developed from Fig.

15.3. By analysis of the input impedance, Zi , the basis for the development

of (15.42) is as follows:
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From Fig. 15.2

By substituting (15.48) and (15.49) in (15.90), we find

^,- = 7^ + 7^ ^ L \ ."^^^:^.-^ (15.90)

/c \_Q ^ Co L'^-Ri + 3Li{<^' - '^i)JJ
'

This may be expressed in the form,

coi^i
I

.^ f (to'' — Oil)
I

(tt)^ — oil)
~\

„ ^ 'U^^^'y G '
"^

Co J (15.92)

-wii(a.^ - a;i) +iw^i?i

where

^= ^"^^
Co + C,

2 2

Now adding and subtracting tog to the

—

term we have
Co

coi^i
, -r \{<^ — W2)

,
(to — (jy^ . (w2 — a)i)1

^^ ^ "g +^^^L^~C^"^~C^'^ Co J (15.93)

— tijZ.i(co — 0)5) + ytij i?i

Ration&hzing (15.93) and equating it to Re and substituting in Lx =

(obtained from (15.50)), we find
Co(aJ2 — till)

Ri
-R. - ^ . .-1. I- , -I.

^i5^4j

[

o''' — t02T
I

r w^ j^T

15.92 Derivation of Equations (15.51) awrf .(15.44)

Equation (15.51) makes possible the theoretical computation of tlie fre-

quency difference between the generalized oscillator and the minimum im-

pedance frequency adjustment of the PI meter. The derivation assumes

that J?L is negligible and that the total capacitance across the crystal ter-

minals is lumped in series with the crystal.

The impedance, Z,, b , in the generalized oscillator, Fig. 15.2, was given by

(15.77). This equation may be expressed as follows:

[i-\-jM] + Z
ZABO}e(Co + Ct) =

[-c^.-^-]-^-
(15.95)
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From this expression, as previously explained, (see Section 15.81), the

following values for a- and ij may be determined.

M Co
(7 = —

2 Co + Ca (15.96)

V = 1

The anti-resonant impedance of Zab is represented by O — P^ in Fig. 15.10.

The left hand term of (15.95) for the Pi operating point becomes

Z^BOieiCo + C) - T + V^^^n
Substituting this value in (15.95) and solving for Z, we find

Co

(15.97)

= -JmIksz = -
Co+ Ct

- 1

]
(15.98)

where

_ 1 1 / 1

If Ka is expanded and all except the first two terms are neglected, Z
may be expressed as

Z = -j
M

1 + 9i

Ct

+
(' - 1)
M (15.99)

The next step is to obtain a similar expression to (15.99) only for the

minimum frequency impedance of Zi in Fig. 15.3 with p disconnected. For
1

this application lS* = T-p: and T = <xi
. Substituting these values, as well as

those in (15.59), in (15.75), we have

(15.100)

J + JZ

From this equation, values for o and 7} may be determined as described in

Section 15.81.

(15.101)

c
Mr
2

V
Co + C.

T
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By the same procedure just described for evaluating Z from the im-

pedance expression Zab , the value of Z corresponding to the minimum

impedance operating point, Pi, (Fig. 15.10) must be determined. For

this operating condition Ei may be expressed by (15.65). The coefficients

of this operating point are given by (15.67) with the above values of a and

7} (Equation 15.101). Utilizing (15.68) to solve for Z, we get

Z'i = —j -J 7T\ " — — (minimum impedance) (15.102)

( -
1)

now

Z, ^ Z\ = ^ (Ac)

where Aw = the difference in radian frequency between the frequency of

oscillation in the generalized oscillator (anti-resonant frequency of the im-

pedance, Zab) and the frequency of oscillation in the PI meter (minimum

impedance frequency of the impedance, Z,-)

Aoj ^
CiJ2 — 03i / ^ ,

Ca\ 2 "2 — Wi ^^ ^
Ci

1 -I-

M-' \^ + C, M-' \^ + Co

(15.51)

It is of interest to note that (15.102) becomes (15.44) when the value of

Z (15.69) is introduced.


